
A novel proprietary platform to identify & develop anti metastasis leads

METASSAY™

Dissection
Metastasis biology recreated in vitro in
thirty steps

Analysis
Dfferential phenotypic behavior of
proliferating and metastasizing cells 

Translation
Identifying the common differential
patterns translating with patient primary
samples

https://mestastop.com/

Colorectal Triple negative breast Primary CRC patients

Differential functional patterns, of growing and moving cells, from multiple tissue types, are
majorly conserved across the platform



How does
METAssay™ help?

Profiling of anti-cancer
candidates/leads for any
additional anti-metastatic
effects for better positioning

Kick-start a novel discovery
programme around metastasis
by utilizing the unique in vitro  &

in vivo platform and algorithm

To our knowledge,
no initiatives have
specifically targeted
the partially
transitoned cellular
form. However, the
approach has
conceptual merit

Nat Rev Cancer. 2019 Dec; 19(12): 716–732.

recent insights into the
biology of metastasis
have revealed new
types of potential
targets that could be
exploited for
therapeutic advantage;
e.g targeting plasticity
& targeting metastatic
dormancy

Nat Med. 2021 Jan; 27(1): 34–44.

Cross-functional, dedicated &
passionate team focused on
metastasis alone.
Three platforms to address
complete metastasis biology
(PCT application filed)
Time-stamped and auditable
data entry
Order via Science Exchange™
Ethics committee approved
patient samples.
Renowned & experienced
advisory team

Why Mestastop?

https://mestastop.com/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/elink.fcgi?dbfrom=pubmed&retmode=ref&cmd=prlinks&id=33442008


T W O  P L A T F O R M S
R E M O V E  T H E

B O T T L E N E C K S
The in vitro platform METAssay™ recreates complete metastasis

biology on the bench; while the in vivo platform METVivo™
replicates spontaneous orthtotpoic metastasis in only six weeks

Translational platform normalized with patient tumors

METAssay™ METVivo™Patient Data



METVivo™

METAssay™

A platform that mimics the complete metastasis
biology on the bench for the first time
Cellular phenotypic assays in both 2D and 3D
It is translatable with patient samples
Can be extrapolated into multiple solid tumors
This platform can differentiate between growing and
moving cells

Engineered cells for orthotopic spontaneous
metastasis model 
Faster turnaround time  of only 6 weeks
90-100% metastasis take rate 
Rare metastasis events, e.g. bone and abdominal
wall visible
Available in both kinetic and end point mode



METVIVO™
An orthotopic metastasis model that works in only 6 weeks

PLASTCITY RATIO (PR)

GENETIC ENGINEERING

PR & TUMORIGENESIS

A measure of the inherent property
of a tumor cell that defines its
propensity towards proliferation or
metastasis and is evaluated by
measuring the mesenchymal to
epithelial marker ratio

Manipulation of non-metastatic cells
to make them metastatic by changing
the plasticity ratio. Both constitutive
and inducible forms were created and
analyzed on the METAssay™ platform
before processing into the animal
models

Non-metastatic HT29, (PR 0.53) 
 formed a larger tumor; compared to
the engineered HT29#8C5 (PR 0.97
constitutive) and HT29#12BC6 (PR
0.95, inducible) in a heterotopic
model

https://mestastop.com/



FASTER MODEL

COMPOUND POC

ADVANTAGES

Liver metastasis was observed in all
the animals within 42 days of
implantation (6 weeks)
Metastasis take rate was 100% for
mLN and 90% for the liver. Rare
metastasis events, e.g abdominal
wall and bone were also observed.

In vitro screening on the METAssay™
platform helped pick the best compound
for in vivo studies. The compound was
dosed orally, once daily, after 7 days
from tumor implantation. Conversely, the
compound that did not work on the in
vitro platform also had no effect in vivo
(below).

> Faster turnaround time of only 6 weeks
> 100% metastasis take rate that
requires less animals
> Choice of both kinetic and end-point
studies

https://mestastop.com/


